
Thank you for your interest in volunteering and/or attending one of
our open house events. The following slides are designed to ensure
your competency surrounding the nature of our organization and
provide a review of general guidelines of behavior and decorum

within our space. 





The “anatomy” of a scene almost always includes:  
Setup / Play / Aftercare

Members are welcome to watch a scene progress as long as they are not
intruding on it or standing over them. Make sure to give space. 

If a scene is in progress inside the Blue Room and the curtain is closed that
means the individuals would like privacy. Anyone other than staff opening the
curtain at the end of the hour is strictly prohibited. 

Do not interrupt or stop or join someone else's scene at any point during its
“anatomy”. If you believe it is a matter of safety or something is wrong or
intrusive speak to a DM immediately.



Ask questions when appropriate

Be aware of your surroundings

Watch what is interesting to you

Respect personal bubbles

Keep your voice at a lower tone

Ask someone their real name 

Interrupt or attempt to join a scene 

Harass someone if they have told you “no”

Touch anyone or their equipment without

permission and consent 

Disrespect scenes by critiquing or

commenting on your observations



How a scene is stopped: The Chicago Rose honors the traffic light system for all types of play in the club including
RACK and CNC. Green= Continue Play, Yellow= Caution, Red=STOP 

The Dungeon house safeword is ROSE . 
If you are planning to use a specific safeword or signal, speak to a DM before your scene. 

No photos or videos are allowed in the main dungeon space without permission and supervision from the
management and consent of all subjects of the photo or video. 

All glass containers MUST be kept behind the bar at all times no exceptions. We do not allow glass toys of any kind.

When using furniture that is provided in the dungeon please make sure it is cleaned when you are finished with your
scene. The club provides disinfecting wipes and sprays. 

Guests will be asked to wear a wristband if you are bringing alcohol or weed with you into the club. 
The Chicago Rose is an illicit drug-free environment. 


